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Mortimer, also known as Mortimer Common is a village and civil parish located in the Berkshire
County. The village is at a distance of around 11 kilometers from the south west of the town of
Reading. The large village of Mortimer has a plenty to offer to its tourists and visitors. The village is
full of picturesque places which are a sure treat to watch for anyone. The brook of Lockram flows
through the middle of Mortimer joining the brook of Burghfield in the North East. The ground
transportation facilities in Mortimer offer just about all types of vehicles suiting individual
requirements. Transfer facilities in Mortimer to and from London and all other major locations
throughout the country are easily manageable and available 24 hours a day.

The ground transportation facilities in Mortimer feature private cars, taxis, vans, buses and trains.
The village has its own rail station. Mortimer Railway Station is operated by First Great Western
which is one of the leading train service companies of the country. Two trains from the Mortimer
Railway Station travel every hour during weekdays and weekends, whereas on the Sundays, one
train travels every hour connecting all major locations of the country to the village of Mortimer. The
approximate time a train takes from the nearby big town of Reading to Mortimer Common is 11
minutes. Aside from Reading, it takes around 13 minutes from Mortimer to Basingstoke on train.
The tourists prefer Mortimer airport transfers via local cabs and private car hires which are available
24 hours a day.

The ground transportation facilities in Mortimer are cost effective and economical. The village of
Mortimer features all the facilities that are similar to a small town. A village hall, a bank (NatWest),
post office, library, police station, fire station, dentists, surgeons, chemists and a lot more are
available at Mortimer. The village is a house to all amenities that include travel agencies, gift shops,
hardware stores, hair salons, supermarket, restaurants, news agents, Chinese food, take-away,
cafÃ©s, Indian food and much more. There are three public houses including Horse & Groom, Victoria
Arms and Turners Arms. The village is a home to four churches. Mortimer cab reservation
companies offer both local as well as online cab booking services for the convenience of
international visitors.

Living is very economical Mortimer and accommodations are available at low and fair prices across
the village. A large number of travelers and tourists seeking economical stay like to come to the
village of Mortimer. There are plenty of tourist attractions near this large village. The Vyne which is
at a distance of 4 miles from Mortimer, Wellington Country Park (5 miles from Mortimer), Newbury
Racecourse (10 miles from Mortimer) and Basildon Park (9 miles from Mortimer) are some of the
notable tourist attractions located near Mortimer. For traveling in Mortimer, you will have to look for
efficient and economical private hire and cab service in Mortimer. CrossCab is among the most
reputed cab companies of Mortimer. They specialize in providing local and airport transfer services
in Mortimer to and from Luton, London City, Stansted, Gatwick, Heathrow and all other major
airports of United Kingdom.
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The tourists prefer a Mortimer airport transfers via local cabs and private car hires. CrossCab
specialize in providing local and airport transfer services in a Mortimer to and from Luton.
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